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CONTACT US FOR 

SALES &

REMOTE SUPPORT

The following information is provided to ensure proper 
and expedient service of your machinery.  When 
contacting Yeaman for service or parts, always have the 
Machine Model(s) and Serial Number(s) available.  Please 
direct inquiries to the appropriate departments.

SUPPORT@YEAMANMACHINE.COM

847.758.0500

SPARE PARTS & REMOTE 
SUPPORT

SALES@YEAMANMACHINE.COM

847.758.0500

SALES

mailto:SUPPORT@YEAMANMACHINE.COM
mailto:SALES@YEAMANMACHINE.COM
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MACHINE SPECFICATION

MECHANICAL SPECIFACATION

15" dia. x 120 deg. x 2 Head Rotary with Sleeve Pre-
erector
Sleeve Bottom Closer (2 Stations)
5” Pitch Intermittent Motion Tilt Tray Conveyor
Sleeve Top Closer (1 Station)
Sleeve Ejector and Discharge Chute
Servo Main Drive to Run Intermittent Motion for Sleeve 
Application and Continuous Motion for Cartoning
Applications. (Does Not Apply to Tilt Tray Conveyor)
One Set of (32) Custom Machined Sleeve Carrier Pockets
One Set of (72) Tilt Trays

ELECTRICAL SPECIFACATION

240 Volt or 480 Volt 3 Phase 60 Hz Main Voltage
110 Volt 1 Phase 60 Hz Accessory Voltage
24 VDC Control Voltage
Wired to NEMA 12X Standards (Splash-proof)
Powder Coated NEMA 12 Main Electrical Enclosure
Allen Bradley MicroLogix Control
Color Touch Screen
VFD Motor Controllers
Electronically Interlocked Barrier Guard Door System
Lockable Lever Type Fused Disconnect / Panel Mounted
Panel Mounted Circuit Breakers
Encoder Direct Coupled to Line Shaft



CUSTOMER

PACKAGE

SPECIFCATION

•Container Size: 1.625” x 1.5625” x 6”

•(Length of Opening x Width

•of Opening x Depth of Carton)

•Container Style: Tuck-Tuck Carton

•Contents: 2 ct 1 fl oz Tubes (Same)

•Rate: Variable to 40 cpm

Container Size: 2.25” x 1.375” x 
7.938”

•(Length of Opening x Width

•of Opening x Depth of Carton)

•Container Style: Plastic oval shaped 
sleeve Fold in closures top & bottom

•Contents: 1 ct 2 fl oz Tube

•Rate: Variable to 40 cpm

Model: # 384 Paket Corp. CVA-E3-750 

Vertical Cartoner, up to 40cpm, Intermitent Motion 

Operation

· Steel Base Frame with Satin Black Powder Coat 
Finish.
Stainless steel, Nickel plated, or Hard Coat Anodized 
Product Contact Surfaces.
Barrier Type Guarding Fixed and Hinged 
Polycarbonate Panels.
Inline Gearmotor Main Drive.
Main Drive Gears Totally Enclosed and Lubricated.
Solitary Line Shaft design, Directly Coupled to the 
Main Drive Gearbox with Electronic Safety 
Protection.
Continuous Carton (Sleeve) Carrier Chain with Oil 
Impregnated Carton (Sleeve) Carrier Slides.
Fixed Top Carton Score Line Height.
Variable Carton (Sleeve) Height Capable Via 
Integrated Crank Type Carriage Adjustment.
4’ Carton (Sleeve) Magazine Feeder
Fixed Carton (Sleeve) Control Guides Where Possible 
Minimizing Change Over and Producing Consistent 
Carton (Sleeve) Quality.
Standard Powered Inline (Side to Side) Carton (Sleeve) 
Discharge Conveyor.
Screen Adjustable Machine Rate Control with Rate 

Indicator
Screen Adjustable Carton Magazine Feed Controls
Individual Screen Enable Selector Switches for 
Machine Features
Screen Adjustable 2 Channel Glue Pattern controls
Test Screen to Individually test electric solenoids and 
motors
Screen Selectable Run & Jog Functions
Memory Screen Capable of Selecting up to 10 
Program Configurations
Tower Lights with Audible Alarm
Flashing Red: Machine Not Reset / Fault Flashing 
Yellow: Machine Reset / Ready Solid Green:

Machine Running
Alarm: Machine Starting

PROJECT DESCRIPTION



ABOUT US

Our base vertical hand-load cartoner machine operation takes flat, side seamed sleeves (cartons) one by one from a vertical sleeve (carton)
magazine feeder. Each sleeve (carton) is placed by a vacuum powered rotary sleeve (carton) feeder into a sleeve (carton) “pocket” mounted to a
carousal conveyor. Next, the sleeve (carton) bottom flaps are folded closed and sealed, employing a variety of closure styles. The sleeves
(cartons) are then brought to the load area. Product is transferred to a tilt tray from the customer’s conveyor. The trays travel to the load area
of the machine where they pass through a cam which tilts them up at a pre-determined angle. This causes the product to slide out of the tray
into the open sleeve (carton). After the load area, the top flaps are plowed closed, and then the finished sleeve (carton) is discharged from the
machine.

OPERATION DESCRIPTION

DISCHARGE

CONVEYOR

ROTARY 
FEEDER

CARTON

MAGAZINE

SPOUT OVAL

LOWER

TUCKER

UPPER

TUCKER CARRIAGE
SETTLER

CHAIN BLOCK 
MAIN 

ASSEMBLY



SAFETY



MACHINE START UP AND SHUTDOWN

To turn on your Yeaman machine:

1.Secure all electrical and pneumatic connections.

2.Verify proper carton loading.

3.Close all safety doors, guards, panels, and 
interlocks.

4.Close and lock all doors on the Electrical Boxes.

5.Clear all personnel from the machine area.

6.Open the Main Air Supply Shutoff Valve.

7.Turn On the Main Disconnect Switch on the 
Electrical Box.

8. Wait for the program to completely load.

STARTING YOUR MACHINE

Your Yeaman machine encompasses electric, electronic, and/or pneumatic systems to perform each of 
its operations. Please follow this start up and shutdown sequence to protect your personnel from 

injuries and the machine from damage.

To shut down your Yeaman machine:

1.Clear all personnel from the machine area.

2.Keep all safety doors, guards, panels, and interlocks 
closed and in place.

3.Turn Off the Main Disconnect Switch located on 
the side of the Main Electrical Box.

MACHINE SHUTDOWN



• Before beginning any hands-on cleaning of the machine, turn OFF and 
LOCKOUT the Main Disconnect Switch and the Main Air Supply Shutoff Valve.

• Keep the area around the machine clean and dry by removing broken bags, 
spilled product, and water right away.  A moist floor can be dangerous and 
should be dried before operating any machine.

• If caustic or toxic products are being packaged, be sure you have proper 
exhaust equipment and are wearing a protective mask to filter out dust from 
the air.  Before whether such equipment is adequate, contact your plant safety 
engineer.

• If you have any additional questions, or if you are not sure on any procedure, 
contact your plant safety engineer and/or shift supervisor.

VERTICAL

CARTONER

SAFETY

• .All personnel involved with this machine must be thoroughly 
familiar with its operation.  Ignorance of machine functions and 
safeguards leads to accidents.

• Before operating this equipment, read and understand ALL
warning markings, labels, notices, and manuals.

• This machine has been provided with protective interlocks which 
prevent it from running with the Main Electrical Box door, or the 
Main Disconnect Switch Box, in an open position.  Serious injury 
may result if interlocks have been bypassed or tampered with.

• Before operating the machine, understand the purpose and 
operation of each switch.  In addition, know how to stop the 
machine from running.

• Press the red Emergency Stop button, located in three locations 
on the machine.  This will immediately stop the machine from 
running.

• the Emergency Stop button fails to stop the machine, turn OFF 
Main Disconnect.

• NEVER reach inside the guard area. Under certain conditions, it 
is possible for the machine to not be running and then to start 
running unexpectedly.  NEVER place your hand between moving 
parts while the machine is cycling.

• Keep arms, hands, fingers, hanging clothing, jewelry (such as 
rings, bracelets, and watches), etc. away from moving parts on 
scale, filler, and/or case packer model machines.  Likewise, loose 
clothing such as ties and long sleeves must be avoided when 
working around any machine.  These items may be caught in the 
machine and cause serious injury to the wearer.

• To avoid slipping, keep the immediate area around the machine 
clean.  Discard broken cases and spilled product immediately.  To 
avoid the hazard of electric shock, always clean up any water 
that may have spilled.  If water is used in the area of the 
machine, use extra caution.

• Be sure you have proper exhaust equipment and wear a 
protective mask to filter dust from the air.  Before handling any 
potentially dangerous products, make certain you are protected.  
Wear a protective mask, gloves, and/or safety glasses as 
required.  If you have any questions whether such equipment is 
adequate, contact your plant safety engineer.

• Exercise Caution near doors, linkages, etc. to avoid being 
pinched.

• If you have any additional questions, or if you are not sure on 
any procedure, contact your plant safety engineer and/or your 
shift supervisor.

GENERAL 
ELECTRICAL 

• Only trained qualified personnel should be allowed inside the Main Electrical 
Box (control cabinet).  The control panel door(s) should only be open when 
absolutely necessary to check the electrical equipment or wiring.

• Before starting production or even turning ON the machinery, read and 
understand all warning markings, notices, and safety switches.

• All electrical/electronic troubleshooting and repair should be undertaken only 
by personnel who are properly trained and are known to have adequate 
knowledge and skill in this area.

• Assume at all times that power is ON and treat all conditions as if they are live.  
This practice develops a caution that may help prevent accidents.

• Pull down the Main Disconnect Switch to the OFF position and Lockout or 
install a “hold-off” tag.  A switch in the OFF position with a lock is positive 
protection from someone accidentally turning the power ON while you are 
working.

• Make certain you have opened the circuit by checking with the proper test 
equipment.

• When troubleshooting “live” equipment, the necessary precautions must be 
taken as follows:

• a. Make certain your tools and body are kept clear of electrical ground including   
the machine frame.

• b. Be especially cautious in damp areas.

• c. Be alert and work without any outside distractions.

• Before applying power or restarting any equipment, it must be established that  
all persons are clear and away from machine grounds.

• All covers on junction boxes must be closed and latched before leaving the  ma 
chine.

• If you have any additional questions, or if you are not sure on any procedure,    
contact your plant engineer and/or your shift supervisor.

CLEANING 



MACHINE 

BASE

•Machine base consist of 
precision steel frame with 
powder coat finish, Carton 
Carrier Chain and machine 
main drive line shaft.

Machine Base

Drive Line Shaft

Upper Side Guide

Carriage

Take Up Upper Tucker

Bottom TuckerSMC Solenoid
Bank

Main 
Gear Motor



CARTON

MAGAZINE

•The function of the Carton 
Magazine is to store and 

supply cartons to the Rotary 
Feeder. The cartons are 

supplied at a rate that is a 
function of machine speed. 

The faster the machine 
speed, the faster the carton 
supply rate. The cartons are 

supplied by advancing the 
carton back pressure plate 

which is pushed forward by 
chains driven by the 

magazine clutch. The feed up 
rate of the carton magazine 

can be adjusted through the 
Panel View, please refer to 

the Operator Interface 
section of this manual for 

specific instructions. 
Adjustment level of cartons 

should be set up manually Up 
and Down with Lifting Device.

Carton 
Magazine

Lifting 
Device

Drive 
Chain

Magazine 
Carriage

Troubleshooting for Carton Magazine
Problem: The chain is not advancing properly after the set number of cartons.
Solution: Check the Air Cylinder on the Drive Chains to be sure that it is operating properly.

Problem: Cartons are not advancing in a smooth and controlled motion.
Solution: Check the tension of the Back Pressure Plate Drive Chain to make sure that there is enough slack and that it is not 

tightened too tightly.

Problem: Cartons are falling out of the end of the magazine feed.
Solution: Adjust the stop plates to hold 1/8” of the carton on each side.



ROTARY

FEEDER

1. The function of the Rotary 
Feeder (Figure 1)  is to pick 
cartons from the Carton 
Magazine, and erect them in 
the carton carrier pocket. 

2. If there is a significant 
change in the carton height, it 
might be necessary to adjust 
the height of the lower 
suction cup arm on the  3  
heads for the Rotary Carton 
Feeder. The height should be 
set so the upper cup attaches 
to the carton just below the 
top score line.  The lower cup 
should be placed low enough 
to allow stability, but it does 
not need to be near the lower 
score line.

3. Use scale for the level 
adjustment.

Rotary 
Feeder  

15” Three 
Arms

Suction 
Cups

Scale for 
Distance

AdjustmentTroubleshooting for Rotary 
Carton Feeder

Problem: There is no suction at the suction 
cup.

Solution:
A:Check to insure that the vacuum 
pump is on.

B:Check to insure that all pneumatic 
hoses are connected correctly.

C:Check vacuum, minimum should be 
16 in. Hg. Vacuum at the cup

D:Check to insure that pressure 
regulators are not turned off.

Problem: The carton is not placing properly 
into the carton carrier pocket.

Solution:
A:Check to insure that the rotary 
carton feeder is set up properly as 
explained in the set up sheet at the 
end of this section.

B:Check to insure that carton does 
not have light scores, broken flaps, or 
the carton is warped.

C.  Check suction cups, make sure 
surfaces are clean, no tears

Problem: Cartons are not being picked off 
because of low suction cup vacuum.

Solution:

Check to make sure that the Carton 
Release Blow-Off pressure is not 
greater than 10 psi.



ROTARY FEEDER

SUB-COMPONENTS

ROTARY CARTON FEEDER (RIGHT)

A. Hub Clamp Plate
B. Rotary Arm
C. Suction Cup
D. Rotary Table
E .Vacuum Valve
F. Valve Retainer Plate

Vacuum Valve (below)

A. Carton “Pick Off” Vacuum
B. Carton “Carry Over” Vacuum
C. Carton Release Blow-Off

BA

C

A

B

C

D

E

Pinch Point

F

Vacuum Pressure
The Vacuum Valve has three crescent shaped slots cut into it which allow the pick off, carry over, and blow off operation of 

the rotary carton feeder.  This plastic valve, as shown in Figure 3, has three air lines attached at different points.  The first 
opening, for the carton “pick off” vacuum, can be adjusted with the Carton Pick Off Pressure Regulator.  The middle 

opening, for the carton “carry over” vacuum, is a continuous vacuum for carrying a carton and is controlled by the Carton 
Carry Over Pressure Regulator.  The third opening, for the carton release blow off, is a continuous exhaust controlled by the

Carton Blow Off Pressure Regulator. 



ROTARY FEEDER TIMING CALIBRATION

8.) Remove alignment  tool and the rotary now ready to start running packages

2.) Loosen four screws on main hub. 3.) Loosen locking collar on each suction

cup post.

4.) Manually turn the rotary unit until all

heads are facing outward as shown

5.) Place locking key over the three

rotary arms and locator pin on the

cartoner frame as shown

6.) Re-tighten locking collar on each

suction cup post.

7.) Re-tighten four screws on main

hub

•1.) Place the cartoner in Manual mode and jog a carton block so that it is centered between the two notches in the top plate as shown in the figure to the 
right.



24 Pockets

Chain Blocks

POCKET CARRIER

CHAIN

• Continuous motion system that carries the erected cartons in a fixed carton pockets for further Tilt Conveyor loading.



CARRIAGE

• Support structure with adjustable height is used to support bottom closing plows and tucker, settling rail, lower section of outer carton side guide. 
System has adjustable guide plates.

Adjustable Guides

Carriage



UPPER SIDE

GUIDE

•Set of rails used to guide cartons and fold upper carton flaps and compression top of carton.

•

Rails
Upper Side

Guide



TUCKERS

• Tuckers are used to 
close minor flaps prior 
product loading, as well 
as to close minor bottom 
and top flaps in a carton 
closing sequence.

UPPER

TUCKER

BOTTOM

TUCKER



SPOUT

OVAL

10 Blocks of 
Chain Spout 

Oval

10 Spouts

Base Spout 
Oval

Take Up 
Spout Oval

•Continuous motion 
system that carries a 

fixed spouts for 
further product 

loading  from Tilt 
Conveyor to the 

cartons.



SETTLER

• Tuckers are used 
to close minor flaps 
prior product 
loading, as well as 
to close minor 
bottom and top 
flaps in a carton 
closing sequence.

Vibrating Rail Settling

Motor Settler



DISCHARGE

CONVEYOR

•Discharge 
conveyor 

transportation 
products out from 
machine and send 
to other conveyor.

Discharge  Conveyor
6” x 31”- CCW

Belt and Pulley Gear  Motor 
1/4 HP , Ratio 9: 1



Base Machine (Main Drive)

Sprocket teeth should be inspected for wear after the first 24 hours, 100 hours 
and 500 hours of the machine operation. After that period, check sprockets 
periodically. If one side of the sprocket teeth has been worn badly, that indicates 
improper alignment. When this occurs, replace the sprocket and correct sprocket 
alignment. Any sprocket with broken teeth or teeth that have been worn out need 
to be replaced.

Periodically check condition of ball bearings and replace if necessary.

Carton Magazine

The drive system utilizes a pneumatic cylinder that will simply be replaced when it 
wears out. 

The two chains that drives the pusher plate can be lubed, but should be lubed very 
lightly.

Rotary Feeder

Daily / Per Shift Maintenance

Clean and inspect suction cups. Keeping the inner surface of the suction cups 
clean will insure a good adhesion between the suction cup and the carton face. 
Inspect suction cups for cracks both on the inside surface and at the base of the 
cup where the cup meets the stem. If cracks from drying are found on the inside 
surface of any of the suction cups, replace the entire set of cups. If a crack is 
found behind the cup where the cup meets the stem, replace that suction cup. 
When more than one suction cup is cracked at the stem, this is usually an 
indication that the Case Magazine is set to close to the Rotary Feeder.

Bi- Weekly Maintenance

Replace all suction cups, make sure all hoses are securely fastened, and all 
fasteners are tight.

Periodically check condition of bearings and replace if necessary.

6 Months Maintenance

Remove the guard ring around the gear housing, inspect the gears and add a spot 
of grease to each of the outer most gears. Replace guard ring.

12 Months Maintenance

Replace bearings and vacuum valve.

VERTICAL 
CARTONER

MACHINE

MAINTENANCE

MACHINE LUBRICATION
The lubrication of all power transmission components, 
bearings, and drive trains is very crucial to machine 
performance and machine life. The periodic maintenance of 
the case packer should be done on a monthly basis. The 
lubrication schedule for pertaining to the type of component 
will be described below.

Flange and Pillow Block Bearings:

All flange and pillow block bearings should be lubricated with 
a grease gun every three weeks.  

Use the following food-grade grease (or similar): Bel-Ray     
NO-TOX HDGREASE #2

Cone Drive Gear reducers:

Series B units and Series S Servo Gearheads are factory filled 
with a high quality synthetic lubricant. They are “Lubricated 
for Life” and require no periodic maintenance.

Bevel Gear Boxes:

All bevel gear boxes should be lubed with HUB CITY 
LUBRICANT P/N GL-90/EP5 OR EQUIVALENT. Oil should 
be changed every 2500 hours of operation or every six 
months, which ever comes.

SEW Eurodrive Gearmotor:

Inspect oil levels and oil quantity at regular intervals.

Change oil at 10,000 operating hours or 2 years.

Clean and repack greased bearings at 10,000 operating  
hours.

•Note: If you use synthetic lubricants, you can effectively 
increase the maintenance cycle to 4 years.

Drive Chains:

At an interval of every two weeks the chains should be 
checked for proper tensioning and lubricated.  Use any type 
of chain oil. For a USDA machine, use a food grade oil such 
as Crisco.



Carton Carrier Chain
At an interval of every 2 weeks the carton carrier chain should be checked for 
proper tensioning and lubricated.  Use any type of chain oil.  For a USDA machine, 
use a food grade oil such as Crisco.  Also, care should be taken to make sure that 
the pins that mount the carrier slide to the chain are always in place and not 
missing.

Take-Up Screw
Over time, the chains will stretch during the “Break In” period. To compensate for 
the slack in the Carton Carrier Chain, you will need to turn the Take Up Screw 
clockwise to take up the excess slack in the chain. If the chains are over tightened, 
you will need to turn the Take Up Screw counterclockwise to allow the 
appropriate amount of slack for the machine to run properly.

The Take Up Screw is located at the Idler End of the Carton Carrier Chain 
Assembly. Simply loosen the two locking nuts on the clamp plate and  turn the 
take-up screw clockwise till the chain is appropriately tensioned. The take-up uses 
a cam arrangement to simply and evenly move the top and bottom sprocket out to 
maintain proper sprocket alignment.

VERTICAL 
CARTONER

MACHINE

MAINTENANCE
CONTINUED…

Tuckers
Periodically check condition of bearings on tuckers and 
replace if necessary.

Carton Discharge Conveyor
For complete detailed information on maintenance and 
troubleshooting, refer to the Dorner manuals attached in 
Appendices.

Air Filter
Replace the element every 2 years or when the pressure 
drops becomes 0.1 MPa, whichever comes first, to prevent 
damage to the element.

Air Lubricator
Replenish the lubricant after releasing the inlet pressure. 
Lubrication cannot take place under a pressurized condition.

Check the dripping amount once a day. Drip failure can cause 
damage to the components that need lubrication.

Air Regulator
When using the regulator with backflow mechanism between 
a solenoid valve and an actuator, check the pressure gauge 
periodically. Sudden pressure fluctuations may shorten the 
durability of the pressure gauge. A digital pressure gauge is 
recommended for such situation or as deemed necessary.

Locking 
Nuts

Take-up 
Screw



ELECTRICAL
CONTROLS &

OPERATION



HMI USER 

NAVIGATION
This bank of buttons will be

the navigation bank on all HMI

control screens. It will always

be found at the bottom of your

HMI panel

Operators control screen. Speed, duration,

cycle mode, and machine rate can be

modified here.

MAIN

Standard and saved machine settings can

be modified here

RECIPE

Cartoner manual settings and servo reset

can be found here.

CARTONER DRIVES

Tilt Tray Drive manual settings and servo

reset can be found here.

TILT DRIVE

Solenoid controls bank. Modules can be

enabled/disabled and timing can be

modified

SETTINGS

Input and Outputs

PLC I/O

History of alarms, servo faults, and

machine errors.

ALARM HISTORY



MAIN
Welcome to your operator’s interface. Here you can switch

between cycle modes. You can also view cycle times, statistics,

and clear out any machine faults.

Each press of the machine start buttons will signal the

machine to index one station at a time.

SINGLE CYCLE MODE

One press of the machine start button will signal the

machine to index continuously at full run speed

CONTINUOUS CYCLE MODE

This will engage all pick and place and product loading

modules on the machine. This mode is intended for

empty package erecting or troubleshooting.

DRY CYCLE MODE

This mode will engage or disengage loading of packages

from magazine to rotary pick and place.

CARTON FEED ENABLE

If the machine were to have a fault or a safety error a alarm

will be triggered. In order to return to operation mode the

fault will have to be cleared with this command.

MAIN RESET



RECIPE
This screen allows various recipe management functions. You can navigate

thru the recipes using up and down arrows, load, delete, rename etc. “Current

Settings” refers to current values of the recipe settings. These values might be

different than the values in the current recipe.

.

Recipe status will change between saving or loading a

particular recipe. When the status is red it will be in the

process of modifying its current state. Once green you

are ready to operate or perform the next function.

RECIPE STATUS

With the recipe you have highlighted in the recipe

selection window whatever settings you are currently

using will be saved to selected recipe

SAVE

Take the current recipe settings that you have modified and

create a new recipe. This is useful for additional product

lines or minor differences in packaging or product.

CREATE NEW RECIPE FROM 
CURRENT SETTINGS

Delete selected recipe in recipe selection screen. Once

recipe has been deleted there is no way to recovery or

retrieve from trash.

DELETE SELECTED RECIPE

Rename the recipe that is currently highlighted in recipe

selection window.

RENAME SELECTED RECIPE



CARTONER DRIVE
Cartoner main drive controls and statistics can be viewed here. If

the machine needs to be re-homed back to factory settings,

jogged, or reset the servo from catastrophic fault this is the place

to do it.

Modifying system dwell will adjust the overall operating

speed of the machine. This modifies the amount of time

the machine waits while each station performs their

task.. Recommended speed to maintain 40CPM is 950

MS

SYSTEM DWELL

In event of main servo fault that cannot be cleared by

standard reset this will reset the servo itself. When

resetting the servo be sure to re-home machine after to

ensure proper function.

SERVO RESET

Manual run will change your machine to indexing at a

percentage of rotation rather than completing an entire

index. This is good for checking clearances between

assembly’s to avoid a crash

MANUAL RUN

Jog speed can be changed here depending on speed

required while troubleshooting or doing maintenance..

JOG SPEED

Jog will signal the servo to begin its rotation. This serves

the same function as the green start button on electrical

panels.

JOG



TILT DRIVE
Tilt Tray main drive controls and statistics can be viewed here. If

the machine needs to be re-homed back to factory settings,

jogged, or reset the servo from catastrophic fault this is the place

to do it.

.

Modifying system dwell will adjust the overall operating

speed of the machine. This modifies the amount of time

the machine waits while each station performs their

task.. Recommended speed to maintain 40CPM is 950

MS

SYSTEM DWELL

In event of main servo fault that cannot be cleared by

standard reset this will reset the servo itself. When

resetting the servo be sure to re-home machine after to

ensure proper function.

SERVO RESET

Manual run will change your machine to indexing at a

percentage of rotation rather than completing an entire

index. This is good for checking clearances between

assembly’s to avoid a crash

MANUAL RUN

Jog speed can be changed here depending on speed

required while troubleshooting or doing maintenance..

JOG SPEED

Jog will signal the servo to begin its rotation. This serves

the same function as the green start button on electrical

panels.

JOG



SETTINGS
Your machine operates off of two solenoid banks. The timing of

when and how long each air solenoid will be fired can be

modified here. They can also be enabled or disabled here.

Select bank 1 timer to adjust the on and off timing settings

of all solenoids in bank 1. The bank 1 solenoid assembly is

the left solenoid bank on the operators side of the machine.

BANK 1 TIMER

Select bank 2 timer to adjust the on and off timing settings

of all solenoids in bank 1. The bank 2 solenoid assembly is

the right solenoid bank on the operators side of the

machine.

BANK 2 TIMER

In the station switches panel you can modify what solenoids

are enabled or disabled in your recipe

STATION SWITCHES

Station manual is there if you need to fire an individual

solenoid while the machine is not in cycling mode. This is

good for troubleshoot individual stations of the machine.

STATION MANUAL



ALARM HISTORY

The purpose of the alarm history page is to

review any faults that have occurred in recent

history. They will be store here until you have

cleared the alarm history. You can also reset the

faults at this page. This preforms the same soft

fault reset as the orange buttons located on your

electrical panels.



GROVE CARTON
Settings and enabled modules needed for operation of Grove

cardboard carton as shipped 5/15/2020



MEDELA PLASTIC 
SLEEVE
Settings and enabled modules needed for operation of Medela

plastic sleeve package as shipped 5/15/2020



CHANGE

OVER

PROCEDURE



Your machine is equipped with two height adjustment points.  These two 
adjustment points will modify the elevation of the score line of your 
package.  The carriage adjustment handle is located in the center of your 
machine frame.  Refer to the directional arrows to move in the up or 
down direction. A scale with two reference lines are marked besides the 
adjustable handle. Adjust height to the carriage the appropriate marker 
for the product line you are using.

CHANGE

CARRIER

POCKETS

Your machine is equipped with 32 carrier
pockets for each product line. These
carrier pockets will have to be swapped
between package styles. The pockets lift
right off your carrier chain mounting
plate and can be replaced with the
appropriate pocket for the chosen
product line. The best area to swap your
carrier pockets can be done is in the
extension end load area. Once all the
pockets that you can reach have been
replaced, simply index the machine half a
rotation to replace the remaining
pockets.

ADJUST CARRIAGE



•Your package magazine has three
points of adjustment that need to be
addressed when changing between
product lines. First adjustment is
height. Like the carriage the height can
be adjusted by turning the handle
located on the top right the of the
assembly. Refer to adjustment marker
on the side of the magazine frame. Two
adjustment markers have been scribed
for recommended factory settings.

•The second adjustment point is the
chain track position. This can be
moved by loosening the bolts under
the slotted mounting bracket of the
chain. Slot stops have been included
and set to factory adjustment settings.
Slide the chain rail against the
appropriate slot stop for each product
line.

•The third and final adjustment point is
located at the bottom portion of the
product magazine. Four bolts hold the
main guides together on the lowest slot
plate. Slot stops have been included
and set to factory adjustment settings.
Slide the chain rail against the
appropriate slot stop for each product
line.
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ROTARY PICK
& PLACE

•Adjust height of suction cup hold Assembly’s on rotary 
pick and place arms.  Factory settings for both product 
styles are seen above. 

•Add carton pre-break skid plate in carton place 
station.  Add pre-break skid plate at lowest point of 
adjustment as pictured.

•Turn off Air valve disengaging the plastic sleeve 
erecting cylinder when running cartons and turn back 
on when running the plastic sleeve product line.



PRE-BREAK

ASSEMBLY
The pre-break cylinder assembly is only used on the
Medela Plastic sleeve product line but will interfere
with proper function of the cardboard carton product
line. Loosen the assembly mounting clamp – rotate 180
degree’s – and pull towards the outside of machine
until it is out of the rotary pick and place’s range of
travel. Once positioned in ideal location tighten
mounting screw.



BOTTOM CLOSING MODULE

•You machine is equipped with two closing modules. Top and bottom. Both modules will have to swapped for each product line. The bottom closing module
can be removed by taking out the two bolts on each carriage rail clamp. This will be a total of four bolts. Set these bolts and mating clamps aside. They will be
used to secure the opposing closing module. Once the bolts are removed you must disconnect the two air hoses that power the module. Once you air hoses are
disconnected you can remove the entire assembly.

•Replace the bottom closing module with the appropriate module for the product line you are running. Set the module on the two carriage rails and press firmly
so it against the main rear carriage rail. Use the four bolts you have set aside to adhere the bottom clamps to the module and tighten until clamps are secure.

•If you are running the cardboard carton product line an additional skid plate will need to be added after the bottom closing module is secure. Flip up carriage
clamp and leave clamp bolt loose. Add skid plate required and bolt to clamp. Once in the level and upright position tighten clamp bolt until secure.



Top tuck lock assembly will be used with the cardboard carton but 

adjusted out of the way to avoid abstractions with plastic sleeve.  When 

using cardboard carton adjust tuck lock cylinder assembly to set 

adjustment point.

TOP 
CLOSING

MODULE

The top closing module can be adjusted 

and removed with just two bolts. Loosen 

the top bolts on the top of the assembly 

to remove and replace with appropriate 

module. There is room for adjustment in 

the mounting holes.  When all other 

adjustments have been made to the 

machine index an empty package through 

the machine and ensure that the top 

closing section is aligned properly with 

carton or plastic sleeve. Adjust as needed

TUCK LOCK



You machine is equipped with two different skid plate options. Each

with a set location that can be simply loosened and slid into place up

against the collar shown. These skid plates should require little to no

fine adjustments if no modification to machine or product have been

done. Loosen clamp bolt and slide opposing skid plate assembly out of

the range of use and slide in the appropriate skid plate for use with the

current product line.

ADJUST SKID PLATES



PRODUCT

FILL ASSEMBLY

Each product line requires a different spout opening to

accommodate each package opening. The spout

assembly comes on and off with just two bolts and

mounting holes are slotted for minor adjustments.

Remove current spout assembly and replace with the

appropriate assembly. Hand the package you are going

to run. Place firmly in carrier pocket at an open station

before the fill station. Single Index your machine until

the package has arrived at product fill station. Ensure

that the product fill spout is aligned and on center with

package. Once spout is aligned tighten down mounting

bolts.



TUCKER

ADJUSTMENT
The three tucker assemblies will be electronically enabled for 

the cardboard carton product line and disabled for the 

plastic sleeve product line. Though the tuckers will not move 

for the plastic sleeve to eliminate any obstructions it is 

standard practice to reverse the two air hoses on the tuckers 

when changing over. This changes the tucker blade from a 

normally closed position to a now normally open position. 

Doing this will create no need for fine adjustments of the 

tucker blades.



CHANGE HMI 
RECIPE

On your digital control panel navigate to

the “Recipe” page. You can find this on

your lower navigation bar. Once at the

recipes page find the most recent saved

recipe for the product line you are trying

to run. Select the proper recipe and press

the load button. Check to see that the

recipe status bar is green. Once recipe has

been loaded successfully you may now

return to the operator’s main screen.



FILL SPOUT

Bottom Closing 
Module

Top Closing Module

Carriage

Tuck Lock Top Tucker

Bottom 
Tucker/Bottom 

Closing

Rotary Feeder

CHECK ADJUSTMENT POINTS
After all modules have been swapped and adjustments have been made to accommodate the chosen product line you are able to run. It is recommended that switching to
single index and closely watching the performance of each station. Poor performance at any station will affect the performance of the following station. TIP. If you are having
poor performance right away in both the top and bottom closing stations it is recommended to check and adjust carriage height before adjusting individual closing sections.
Adjust carriage at a quarter to a half turn at a time and inspect if performance improves. A out of adjustment carriage is the easiest culprit for poor performance.





MECHANICAL 

BILLS OF 

MATERIALS

ELECTRICAL 

BILLS OF 

MATERIALS

RECOMMENDED 

SPARE 

PARTS

BILLS OF MATERIALS

,

Disclosure: Provided that YMT’s personnel have supervised the installation of, and provided start up assistance for, YMT’s products, YMT warrants that new product(s) 

manufactured by YMT (and all parts thereof) shall be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service for a period of six (6) months from the 

date of original installation, based on a single shift usage. This limited warranty may be voided, at YMT’s sole option, if YMT determines that there has been misuse, neglect, 

or damage to the product(s) from lack of or improper maintenance or repairs. YMT’s sole obligation under this limited warranty shall be limited to repairing or replacing, 

F.O.B. YMT’s factory in Lake Forest, Illinois, any parts of a product(s) which prove to be defective within the warranty period and which YMT has determined to be defective 

in material or workmanship. YMT makes no warranty with respect to component parts or equipment not manufactured by YMT and which have been sold to YMT. 

Purchaser shall look exclusively to the original manufacturer of such component parts or equipment for any warranty, but YMT makes no representation as to assignability 

of any such warranty to Purchaser.

































































































































ELECTRICAL 
SCHEMATICS

































THANK YOU

SUPPORT@YEAMANMACHINE.COM

847.758.0500

SPARE PARTS & REMOTE 
SUPPORT

SALES@YEAMANMACHINE.COM

847.758.0500

SALES

mailto:SUPPORT@YEAMANMACHINE.COM
mailto:SALES@YEAMANMACHINE.COM

